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我們研究以非參數數方法估計被二維機率密度函數或具兩個解釋變數之迴歸函數
定義的曲面。我們建議一種有效減低變異量的估計方法。此方法可用於許多推論
問題如機率密度估計及迴歸，亦可用於許多型式的估計量。首先我們利用傳統的
曲面估計量建造一個估計曲面等高線的一次或二次曲線線段，建造方式乃使得傳
統的曲面估計量沿此線段有最小方差。有了此等高線估計線段，最終的曲面估計
值是所有沿著此線段一部份的傳統估計值的平均值。我們探討應用此方法至估計
機率密度函數曲面的核估計量。我們探討這些估計量的理論性質與數值表現。

關鍵詞：帶寬值、邊界效應、核方法、無母數機率密度估計、無母數迴歸、變異降低。

Abstract:
We suggest a method for reducing variance in nonparametric surface estimation. The technique 
is applicable to a wide range of inferential problems, including both density estimation and 
regression, and to a wide variety of estimator types. It is based on estimating the contours of a 
surface by minimizing deviations of of elementary surface estimates along a linear or quadratic 
curve. Once a contour estimate has been obtained, the final surface estimate is computed by 
averaging conventaional surface estimates along a portion of the contour. Theoretical and 
numerical properties of the technique are discussed.

Keywords:  Bandwidth, boundary effect, kernel method, nonparametric density estimation, 
nonparametric regression, variance reduction.

前言︰We study nonparametric estimation of surfaces defined by a univariate function of a 
2-vector. Estimation of a bivariate surface is much more challenging compared to estimation of 
one-dimensional curves. For example, scales of the two separate directions can be substantially 
different and the smoothing parameters need to be carefully chosen and boundary curve of the 
support can be complex. Moreover, data sparseness problems seriously affect the performance.

研究目的︰Let g denote a univariate function of a 2-vector; for example, g  might be the 

density of a bivariate distribution, or the mean in a regression problem where the explanatory 
variable is bivariate and the response variable is scalar.  We wish to estimate g
nonparametrically, making only smoothness assumptions and exploiting the extra degree of 
freedom that is available in the context of surface estimation.

文獻探討︰Scott (1992, p.~149ff) and Hall, Huber, Owen and Coventry (1994) discuss the 
so-called balloon kernel techniques for density estimation. There is an extensive literature on 
approaches for remedying boundary effects in density estimation and regression, mainly in 
univariate cases.  It includes methods based on special ``boundary kernels,'' for example those 
considered by Gasser and Mueller (1979), Gasser, Mueller and Mammitzsch (1985), Granovsky 
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and Mueller (1991) and Mueller (1991).  Rice (1984) suggested a dual-bandwidth approach. 
So-called ``reflection methods'' include those of Schuster (1985), and Hall and Wehrly (1991) 
Cheng, Fan and Marron (1997) suggested methods that have optimal asymptotic performance at 
boundaries.  The natural boundary-respecting properties of local polynomial methods have 
been discussed by Fan (1993), Ruppert and Wand (1994), and Fan and Gijbels (1996), for 
example.

研究方法︰Let { }nXX ,...,1=χ  be a sample observed from a bivariate density function g . We 
first construct a nonparametric kernel estimator ĝ of g . Let ),|( cxC θ  be the parabola with 

its vertex at ),( )2()1( xxx =  and its tangent there in the direction of the unit vector 
)sin,(cos θθ  and with curvature c2  at x . We constrain θ  and c  by 2/2/ πθπ ≤<−

and ∞<<∞− c  which ensures that each nondegenerate parabola ),|( cxC θ  in the plane is 
represented by for a unique triple ),,( cx θ . Given 0>λ , let ),,|( λθ cxC  denote the set of 

points ),|( cxCz θ∈  that satisfy hxz λ≤− . Put     ).,|(),( λθλξ cxCc = ,

  ∫−=
),,|(

1 )(̂),(),,|(
λθ

λξλθ
cxC

dszgccxg( ,
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  ),,|(minarg)ˆ,ˆ( ),( λθθ θ cxSc cxx = ,

where ds  is an infinitesimal element of arc length along ),,|( λθ cxC . Our final estimator of 

g  is ),ˆ,ˆ|()|(~ λθλ xx cxgxg (= . A variant is to replace the parabola segment ),,|( λθ cxC  by 

a line segment, which results in a linear approximation.

結果與討論︰A relatively large value of λ  (asymptotically, ∞→λ ) should be used to give 
accurate estimation of the true quadratic approximation to the contour line at x . On the other 
hand, a relatively small value of λ  may be adquate for reducing variance and removing edge 
effects.
We show that the estimator is a uniformly good approximation to its ideal but impractical 
counterpart obtained by averaging the conventional kernel estimator along a portion of the true 
contour line passing through x . Our asymptotic results imply that the asymptotic variance of 
our estimator is strictly less than that of the conventional kernel density estimator. The 
reduction of asymptotic variance is by a constant factor.
There is a natural version of our estimator that address edge effects. It is straightforward to state 
and derive versions of the asymptotic results in this context. 
In a simulation study, it was observed that our method produces much less wiggle estimates 
than the kernel density estimate. Furthermore, by a simple choice of λ  it provides satisfactory 
estimates of various types, for example unimodal and bimodal, of density surfaces.
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計劃成果自評︰ Our proposed method has several novel features.  First, it exploits the extra 
degree of freedom that is available in the problem of surface estimation.  Secondly, it provides 
a new technique for estimating gradients and curvatures of contour lines, without passing 
explicitly to derivatives of surface estimates.  Thirdly, when applied to a surface estimate that 
is always positive, in either density estimation or regression, our method produces a
boundary-corrected estimate that is always positive. The technique is applicable to 
nonparametric methods in both density estimation and regression.  Indeed, it is not tied to a 
particular estimator type in either of these settings; for example, in nonparametric regression it 
can be used in conjunction with spline, local linear or Nadaraya-Watson methods.  In the case 
of density estimation, when a conventional kernel estimator is used as its basis, the technique 
can be viewed as a device for re-computing kernel shape. As a result of this research grant, we 
have produced a paper ``Reducing variance in nonparametric surface estimation’’ (Cheng and 
Hall, 2003) which has been accepted by the Journal of Multivariate Analysis.
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